Be inspired at Bendigo TAFE open nights.

Bendigo TAFE is holding open nights from 5.00 – 8.00pm on Tuesday 22 January (Bendigo Charleston Road Campus) and Thursday 24 January (Bendigo City Campus).

These nights are a new initiative designed to provide prospective students, industries and businesses to be inspired with what Bendigo TAFE has to offer, either as an individual or business. The passionate teaching staff will also be available to discuss career goals and study options.

In 2013, prospective students will have over 100 state and nationally accredited courses to choose from, with Bendigo TAFE providing services in Professional Industries, Community Services, Health and Wellbeing, Creative and Design, Primary Industries and Trade as well as English, Indigenous and General Education.

Each open night will provide valuable information regarding the enrolment process, how to apply and any other information regarding testing or interviews that may be required. It also provides the opportunity to look at the high quality training facilities, support and assistance available to students.

Bendigo TAFE is a great place to help you get a flying start to 2013, with results from the 2012 NCVER (National Centre for Vocational Education Research) Student Outcome Survey for Graduates, shows that

- 90.9% of graduates were satisfied with the overall quality of their training at Bendigo TAFE, which was above the TAFE Victoria average of 86.5%, and that
- 87.7% of graduates fully or partly achieved their main reason for doing the training.

These statistics reinforce the quality of the services provided by Bendigo TAFE to the local community.

In 2012, over 3000 students graduated from Bendigo TAFE. Be inspired to be a part of the 2013 story.

For further details including photo and interview opportunities please contact marketing and communications manager John Rossi on (03) 5434 1818 or 0418 465 177.